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GANGS OF TORONTO
MNN. MAR. 31, 2012. “Give me your tired, poor, huddled masses and immigrant
entrepreneurs yearning to get rich exploiting the Indigenous people”. The original
burglars that came to Great Turtle Island are inviting more burglars into our house.
Where have we seen this before?
At our expense colonial Canada is enticing more aliens to come and kill and trample
the original owners of this land. They arrive with nothing but the dirt under their
fingers nails. They will be given jobs, housing, family sponsorship, health care,
school tuition, pensions, maybe a car or transit pass.
We can’t even dream of this for ourselves! Our education, living standards and
opportunities are getting worse by the minute. Many of us will keep living in barely
furnished, windowless, door-less and barely heated houses in the frozen north. The
teachers, DeBeers and other multinational workers will live nearby in mansions
provided by government and corporations that are gouging our minerals and piping
away our water and oil. They want us out of our communities into urban ghettoes.
They can’t stand the sight of us landowners, except as Calgary Stampede type tourist
attractions.
Prime Minister Harper invited the Irish and others to come and squat with him. These
rootless hordes have demolished their own nest and think they can start all over
again on someone else’s natural habitat. Many are being welcomed in Toronto with
open arms, where they don’t have to speak French.
We’ve helped these incompetents before. Where did it get us? The Irish potato
came from the Indigenous people of the Andean Mountains in South America. The
Irish were dying out. The Spanish took it to Europe in the 1500s. From 1845 to 1851
the Irish were being starved in a fight over ideology. The poor Choctaw Indigenous
people gathered $710 and sent it to help them out.
One and a half million fled to Great Turtle Island. Half died on the floating diseasedinfested rotten boats. They escaped a manmade calamity of corrupt politics,
ignorance, suppression and poverty. What else is new in Ireland? They landed and
helped themselves to our possessions. They’re swarming over here again. Why do
we have to support these have-nots from Europe or anywhere? At least the Chinese
land here already rich, for the most part.
We are getting hit again with these drop-outs who have no allegiance to their own
country, just money. Their greed let the EU set them up for a fall. These avaricious
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people should stay home and fix up their mess. We land owners don’t want another
load of discarded people dropped on us.
Who is opening our door to these people? Canada and US can’t even take care of
those who are already here. Taxpayers, who live off our resources, are being
burdened with cutbacks, medicare, social assistance, failing infrastructure,
unemployment and collapse of the economy. The rulers think there are too many
people of color here. So they are bringing them in to keep power in the hands of
the white people or their token nominees. They are bringing in people to fight the
Indian land owners.
We get nothing from this occupation. The carpetbaggers have willfully stopped us
from having an economy. By design, we will get even less. We want our
possessions.
We remind the Irish: “It’s a long way from Tipperary. It’s a long way to go....” And,
“Indian eyes are not smiling”. So jig your way out of here, back to your Emerald
Island!
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Please post widely. Your assistance is appreciated. MNN.

WHITE RACE ORIGINS
Please send around. Appreciate it very much. MNN
TURN ON THE TV – to see what those crazy white people are up to?
MNN. MAR. 19, 2012. Our visitors are constantly depicting themselves as
murdering and killing each other to set things as they want without compromise.
They plan and scheme the murders and atrocities. They say “Sorry” for what they’ve
done to us while violating us until they think they’ve got us.
Shadows and voices are in their minds. They fear opening up their perverse minds
for others to see, while showing their hand anyway.
They look for ghosts which are themselves. Their invented ideology is based on who
they are and where they come from [from who knows where!].
They create their history and write ours to conform to their fables. What is their
Achilles heel? The truth. That is why it’s burn, burn, burn. Out of the ashes rewrite
history. Get rid of the evidence, quick!
They walk alone because they are alone, to avoid being found out.
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They must fight and win against those who disagree with them, right or wrong. Their
brain is constructed so they cannot compromise or see the other’s view, but pretend
to do so.
They see us as different and want to hurt us. For our protection we’re usually not
alone. Mohawks always go with three to corroborate what we see or hear or give
different insights.
Guilt over what they’ve done is in their minds. They know they violated our psyche,
our being and our lives. Many of their stories are based on sexual violations or
stealing something or someone he or she thought was theirs.
Our visitors who committed and benefitted from the wrongs are suffering because the
cover-up is based on half truths and lies, which they celebrate.
When we die, we return to our mother, the earth.
When our visitors die, they are consecrated to our ground and send their souls to
heaven above where they came from. Their atrocities are not buried. Ghosts
remain forever. A wrong goes on and on in their descendents. Is that why they are
not having children to pass their evil guilt onto? It won’t be over until they go. That’s
why they’re going.
If it’s not on tv, they don’t believe it. Dire Straits said it in Money for Nothing: “Now
look at them yo-yos, that’s the way you do it. You play the guitar on the MTV. That
ain’t working, that’s the way you do it. Money for nothing and chicks for free.”
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MNN. Mar. 16, 2012. We need to know the origins and motives of our opponents.
Melanin is the genetic component of Indigenous people, plants, animals, mother
earth and everything on it. This connects us to each other and the natural world. it’s
scientifically based.
The relationship between the earth and our mind is based on our interwoven electric
magnetic field.
Whites lack this interconnection. They fear and want to control nature. They have
created a negative artificial existence. They carry out orgies of destruction without
empathy, reason or purpose.
Indigenous have memories going back thousands of year. Whites have no genetic
past life or memory of who they are and where they came from. They make up a
past life.
The white race has very little if any melanin. They are thus not attached to the earth.
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They fly around in their spaceship circling the earth. To land they have to latch
themselves onto something that is attached to Indigenous earthlings.
Masks hide their real selves so they can mix with real human beings.
Their government is a political pigsty that invents wars, weapons, death, destruction,
fear. Their leaders need obedience from their slaves who both envy and hate them.
Their ties are artificial, man made, like corporatism, government, paper money.
Some form ties with Indigenous to try to get the security they need.
Even their religions reflect their skyward orientation. Their digging deep into the
earth for oil, coal, and minerals has not provided the foundation they seek. They are
trying to take over the globe, using us as their anchor.
Their people were sent out long ago to find us to save themselves. They can’t
survive without us. They’ve tried to capture and imprison us to keep us as a source
of mental energy and extension into our great mother.
We broke the chains that bound us, casting them adrift.
Living in peace is natural for us and requires great sacrifice. Evil and corruption have
to be exposed to restore harmony.
Our younger brother came much later from another world and created the problems
we have today. We tried to bring them back into the family. They started killing us
and becoming more destructive.
Our great mother has a memory. She is determining their fate. By the end of this
century they will be gone.
We are reminded of a song about the, “One eyed, one horned flying purple people
eater”: “But that’s not the reason I came to land. I wanna get a job in a rock and roll
band”. “He went on his way and then what do you know, I saw him last night on a tv
show” [American Idol]. He was blowing it out, really knocking them dead, playing
rock and roll music, through the horn in his head”.
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